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Explanations of the Russian invasion of Ukraine offered by predominant international order theories are

not only unduly simplistic and highly selective in their use of evidence, they also exaggerate the

efficacy of the policy prescriptions they claim to offer, says Dr Aaron McKeil from LSE IDEAS, The London

School of Economics’ foreign policy think tank.



According to a new report from McKeil – an academic at LSE IDEAS, and Course Convenor and Course Tutor

on the Executive MSc International Strategy and Diplomacy programme, at LSE IDEAS –  the crisis in

Ukraine highlights the shortcomings of realism and liberal internationalism as theories of international

order.



According to McKeil, while the outcome of the war in Ukraine is unclear, analysts are laying blame for

its outbreak either on Putin’s aggression or on NATO expansion. These positions, he argues, are

mirrored in theoretical debates between the international order theories of ‘realism’ and ’liberal

internationalism’.



“Realists claim their explanations and policy prescriptions have been vindicated by the outcome of the

invasion of Ukraine, while liberal internationalists will contest this and instead take the war as

evidence of a need for more liberal internationalism, to protect democracies in an unsafe world,”

McKeil says.



McKeil notes that:



While realism emphasizes the balance of power and liberal internationalism emphasizes collective

organizations and interdependence as sources of international order, “Under scrutiny it becomes clear

that in a disorderly world neither realism nor liberal internationalism offers a sufficient path to a

stable international order.”



Reflecting on the broader geo-political ramifications of the conflict in Ukraine, Dr McKeil says, “This

is an era increasingly defined by gathering global disorder, meaning an era defined by greater

instability, prone to more frequent and more intense outbreaks of war and conflict,” he adds.



END/



The report, Strategies for Order in a Disorderly World, can be accessed here

(https://www.lse.ac.uk/ideas/publications/updates/strategies-for-order-in-a-disorderly-world).



For more information, or to speak to Dr Aaron McKeil, contact Jonny Stone at jonny@bluesky-pr.com or call

01582 790704.
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